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The Better Bowling Workshop 
By TBAQ State Coaching Director – Gail Torrens 

 

 

 

I spoke previously about your body’s tenpin fitness levels and simple ways to achieve this. 

 

I then spoke about the benefits of your new fitness level with the underlying benefits of being 

able to reproduce high level repetitive timing of swing and body posture at the foul line. 

 

The fitness level allows you to last physically and mentally over long tournament formats or 

bowling successive days of tournaments programs.  This level of fitness will guarantee you 

are able to hit the same markers of choice on the lane at the same speed and the same force.  

This applies whether that be accelerating the ball, bowling at normal pace or decelerating that 

delivery for the lane surface or ball for a many games as you are required to bowl. 

 

The other benefits of sport specific fitness that needs to be emphasised is injury prevention.  

If you gently warm up and lengthen the muscles used for the actions you are doing prior to 

playing you will not suffer the agony of putting your body into a stretch / shorten cycle of 

muscle activity that your muscles are unable to facilitate. 

 

Stretching your muscles after playing is one of the most important things you can do.  This is 

call cool down or warm down.  The cool down phase of training will allow your body to 

recover quickly from any stresses of bowling over an extended length of time.  In this issue 

and the next three issues I will examine skill measurements and I invite you to test your 

current competencies on the lane.  

 

We will provide you with a skill testing kit which will provide simple checklists of basics 

and ‘add on’ technique improvement suggestions and information to assist improve your 

game. 

 

HOW DO YOU RATE ON THE LANES – A SIMPLE TEST 

 

Bowlers test of competency:  Over the last 25 years as an accredited coach I have developed 

a competency measurement system of demonstrated ability for most levels of bowlers across 

many types of disciplines – I will outline a base system of measurement over the new few 

issues and ask you to grade yourself. 

 

You many need a training buddy to record the results and if you recognise shortfalls, the 

assistance of a qualified coach will be of great benefit to you.  I will ask you to complete the 

tests below.  How do your skills measure up? 

 

ACCURACY 
 

I will ask you to measure you accuracy hitting targets on boards on the lane.  Take someone 

to the lane with you (a training buddy or your coach) to assist recording the following data.   

When we talk about the board you ball hits we are talking about what board the centre of 

your ball passes over. 

 

Set yourself up on the lane in your normal position on the approach to bowl a strike. 
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You can record your accuracy competency like this. 

 

1. Start on the approach – Record what board your slide foot is on (the inside of your 

foot is covering this board) to start? 

NOTE:  The approach is numbered from 20 board in the centre of the approach 

(where the largest approach dot is found) and the numbers reduce to the right of the 

20 board for right hand bowlers and the board numbers increase from the centre 20 

board to the left.  Left handers approach boards are counted the opposite way. 

2. Before you bowl, record what target you are bowling at and what distance your target 

is at (for example 12 board at the arrows or 14 board at the dots – literally measure 

this distance from the foul line to the target for future personal analysis of how to 

increase accuracies). 

3. Deliver the ball through your target – have your training buddy record what board 

you hit at the distance you have selected. 

4. Record what board your slide foot finishes on at the foul line after your delivery.  Do 

not move away until you register this board number 

5. Repeat this 12 times 

6. Record your score 

 

Name:                                                       Date Tested:    /      / 

Accuracy 
Approach 
Starting 
Board 

Finishing 
Board at 
the Foul 

Line 

Target on 
the Lane 

Actually Hit 

1         

2         

3         

4         

5         

6         

7         

8         

9         

10         

11         

12         

 

 

The record of your score at this session should be dated to compare to another training time 

in the future.  Training is about measurement from one training session to another.  Your 

score card will look like the card above. 

 

If your score is lower than you anticipated I will ask you to complete the check list I will 

detail in the next issue that includes: 

 

A simple checklist to help you with your game and improve your accuracy.  Test again after 

you have implemented the changes. 

 

Let’s measure other competencies: 

(Measure result at pins) 

 How many times do you hit the head pin (Pin 1) on the first ball? 

 Try 12 deliveries and record the result.  What is your score? 
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 If you have scored very well – How many games could you last at this level of accuracy – 

write this down. 

 How many times did you hit the ‘pocket’ (the zone between the one and the three pin for 

right handers and one and the two pin for left handers)?. 

 

Record 12 Deliveries 

 If you have scored very well – How many games could you last at this level of accuracy – 

write this down or bowl it. 

 How many spares do you leave open in a game? 

 How many spares are converted successfully to boost your score? 

 

Further information 

 What pin is the hardest for you to convert? 

 

Your measurement card will look like the card below. 

 

 

Name:                                                       Date Tested:    /      / 

Current Kill 
Result 
Meter 

Head Pin 
Hits 

Pocket Hits 
Spares 

Attempted 
Spares 

Converted 

1         

2         

3         

4         

5         

6         

7         

8         

9         

10         

11         

12         

 

 

Copy the information down and complete as many trials as you wish.  Taking time out to 

play practise games is well worth the time between tournaments and league weeks. 

 

This is now training with a purpose.  Measurement is the best way to improve your game.  

Next issue, compare the step by step set up and delivery sequences with what you are doing 

now.  If there are any points of interest you can integrate into your delivery to improve your 

scoring,, I invite you to train them into your game.  You will be surprised at how examining 

small components of your game can have such a huge impact on your results. 

 

Next issue: 

 Breaking down the processes: 

 What your score from your test will tell the coach about your technique 

 Sparing made easy 

 Common misconceptions 

 

This article written by Gail Torrens 


